Introduction.
We consider groups of diffeomorphisms of the closed half-line [0,o°). Denote the group of C^ diffeomorphisms 1 < k < °° by Diff^[0,°°) and the group of homeomorphisms by Homeo[0,°°). Clearly, Homeo[0,°°) is isomorphic to the group of all orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the line since (0,°°) is homeomorphic to the full-line. In the case of diffeomorphisms, the situation is different in that the differentiability at 0 can be expected to play a role in determining the structure of the group. If r is a subgroup of Diff^tO, 00 ), we would like to determine necessary and/or sufficient conditions for F to be a subgroup of a Lie group which acts at least continuously on [0, °°). More precisely, is there a Lie group G, an embedding F--> G, and an action G--> Homeo[0,°°) such that the following diagram commutes ? The proof of Theorem A, which rests mainly on a classical result of Lie, is given in Section 2. At this stage, it is worth observing that the result is not vacuous by constructing a C°° action of fl^ on [0,°°) with only 2 orbits. The only problem is achieving differentiability at 0 since QL^ acts on the line which is diffeomorphic to (0, °°). Let 0 : R -^ R" 1 ' be a C°° diffeomorphism such that
Computation shows that for t < 0, at .a . .rat .. .a fat
Thus, the standard action of QL^ on R induces an action of CX 4^ on [0,°°) which is C°° even at 0.
Theorem A suggests what to expect as a sufficient condition that a subgroup of Diff[0,°°) embed in a continuous group of homeomorphisms. Since 0^ is solvable, it seems reasonable to consider groups which are solvable and occur as subgroups of Lie groups. When the group F is discrete, this can be done. It is known [11] that the groups which occur as discrete subgroups of solvable Lie groups are precisely the polycyclic groups. THEOREM B. -// F C Diff^O, 00 ) is a polycyclic group which has 0 as its unique fixed point, then r embeds in a continuous action of Q^ on [0,°°) whose restriction to (0,°°) is topologically equivalent to the standard action of QL^ on R .
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The proof of Theorem B is given in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe some applications of these results to codimension one foliations and Lie group actions.
The author is grateful to R. Gardner for helpful discussions about Lie algebras of vector fields on the line which provided the stimulus for writing this paper.
Proof of Theorem A.
It is a classical result of Lie that the only simply connected Lie groups which can act transitively on the line are R, (2^, and SL(2,R) (see for example [1] page 333). The proof given in [1] assumes that the (infinitesimal) action is real analytic. This smoothness assumption can easily be reduced to C°° by the following result which was communicated to the author by R. Bryant.
LEMMA. -Let ^ be a finite dimensional Lie algebra of C°° vector fields on the line such that for every point p E R there is a vector field X G § such that X(p) ^ 0. // Z e § vanishes to infinite order at some point, then Z = 0.
Proof. -For p € R , let dp C ^ be the subalgebra of vector fields which vanish to infinite order at p . Let Sp C R be the set of points where every element of ^ vanishes. S is a non-empty closed set since ^ is finite dimensional. The proof of the lemma will be completed by showing that Sp is also open. Let q G S and X € ^ such that X(q) ^ 0. Choose coordinates for an open interval a containing q so that X =-. Let Z^,. .., Z^ be a basis for ^ .
There are functions /\,.. ., f^ which vanish to infinite order at q 3 such that Z, == // -; i = 1,. .. , k. ^ contains the vector field rx zi-1'-9 -fil-fÂ '^"L^'^J ' ^' Therefore, there exist constants c,. such that
In other words, on an interval containing q the functions /i,. . . , /â re the (unique) solutions to the linear initial value problem
Therefore, /,. = 0 in a neighborhood of ^ for all i which means that Sp is open.
We return now to the proof of Theorem A. In this case, we have a simply connected Lie group G acting on [0,°°) which acts transitively when restricted to^ (0, oo). Since (0, oo) is diffeomorphic to the line, G^s either SL(2, R) or a subgroup of QL^. However, an action of SL(2, R) on R' 1 ' cannot be extended to [0, oo) in even a C 1 fashion by Thurston's generalized Reeb Stability Theorem, since SL(2, R) has a uniform discrete subgroup r such that Hom(r; R) = 0, and the action by F doesn't extend [10] . Therefore, G must be isomorphic to a subgroup of Qi^ .
Proof of Theorem B.
We begin with a result which suggests how the proof is organized.
LEMMA. -// r C Diff 2 [(),<») is a poly cyclic group, then precisely one of the following possibilities occurs (i) r is a finitely generated free abelian group.
(ii) r has exponential growth and a subgroup of finite index FQ , ^hich in turn has a normal subgroup N such that N is a free abelian group of rank > 2 and I^/N is a free abelian group of rank > 1.
Proof. -If r has polynomial growth, then it is fmitely generated and free abelian by (4.6) of [9] . The only other alternative according to [11] is that r has exponential growth. Since F is polycyclic, there is a subgroup 1^ of finite index and a finitely generated nilpotent subgroup N which is normal in I^ such that F^/N is finitely generated free abelian [11] . Since N C Diff 2 [(),<»), (4.5) of [9] says that N is actually free abelian. We assume that F, and hence F^, have exponential growth. N and FQ/N must be nontrivial since nilpotent groups have polynomial growth [11] . It remains to be shown that rank N > 1. If this were not the case, N would be generated by a single element h and for g € FQ , we would have either ghg~1 = h or ghg" 1 = h~~1. Let FQ be the subgroup of index at most 2 in FQ consisting of those g such that ghg" ^ = h. Then N is central in F^ and FQ/N is abelian which implies that FQ is nilpotent and that F^ and F have polynomial growth. Since this is not the case, rank N > 2 and the lemma is proved.
In order to prove Theorem B, it suffices to show that the restriction of r to (0, °°) is conjugate to an action by a subgroup of Q^. According to (4.6) of [8] , any polycyclic group of homeomorphisms of the line which acts minimally (every orbit dense) is conjugate to a sub-group of the affine group of the line. Furthermore, if the group preserves orientation, it is conjugate to a subgroup of Qt^. Because of the endpoint 0, F preserves the orientation of (0, °°). Since (0, °°) is homeomorphic to the line, we see that F embeds in a continuous action of QL^ on [0,°°) whenever F is polycyclic and the restriction to (0, °°) is minimal. The proof of Theorem B will be completed by showing that, in most cases, the action on (0,°°) is minimal. This requires the differentiability hypothesis and the hypothesis that 0 is the only fixed point.
Suppose F C Diff^O, 00 ) is a free abelian group of rank > 1 which has no fixed points other than 0. We claim that each element of F fixes only 0. Suppose otherwise. Since rank F > 1, let s > 0 and g, AGF be elements such that g(s) ==5, h(s) < s. Let SQ == lim A" (s). Clearly, SQ is fixed by both g and h (since g n-*-o°a nd h commute). The points h n (s) are fixed by g and converge to SQ , and h has no fixed points in some interval of the form Cs'o,5o+e). Since g and h are C 2 , this contradicts a result of Kopell [5] so the claim is proved.
We now claim that rank F > 1 implies that it acts minimally on (0, °°). Select a fixed g G F and let < g) be the infinite cyclic group generated by g. The quotient group F/<^> is non-trivial, finitely generated, free abelian, and acts in the obvious way on the quotient space (O, 00 )/^ ^g(t). Since no element of F has fixed points in (0,°°) this quotient space is C 2 diffeomorphic to the circle, and F/<^> acts freely and of class C 2 . By a result of 52 J.F. PLANTE Denjoy [3] , this action is minimal and so, therefore, is the original action of r on (0, °°). Theorem B is now proved in case (i) of the Lemma when rank F > 1 . In case (ii), we consider instead the free abelian group N. As before, we find that N acts minimally on (0,°°). Since N is a subgroup of F, F itself acts minimally on (0, °°) so Theorem B is proved in case (ii).
The only remaining case is case (i) with rank F == 1 . In this case, r is infinite cyclic generated a diffeomorphism g which clearly fixes only 0. Suppose, without loss of generality, that g(t) > t for all t > 0. Remark. -Theorem B can be extended in a manner which will be useful in the next section. Call a group F virtually polycyclic if it has a polycyclic subgroup of finite index. Theorem B is valid for virtually polycyclic subgroups of Diff^O, 00 ). To see this, let FO be a polycyclic subgroup of finite index in F and let I\ C r be the intersection of all conjugates of FQ in r. I\ is a polycyclic normal subgroup of finite index in F. This means that virtually polycyclic groups are contained in the class S of groups allowed in (4.6) of [8] and so the proof given above also works for virtually polycyclic groups.
Applications to codimension one foliations and Lie group actions.
Let 9ft be a transversely oriented codimension one foliation and L a compact leaf of ^ which is isolated from other compact leaves on a side. We say that L has affine holonomy (on the side in question) if there is an arc r transverse to ^ which intersects L in a single endpoint XQ such that the holonomy maps of r determined by some generating set of TT^L.XQ) are affine in suitable coordinates. By this, we mean that there is an embedding /: intr -^ R such that lim f(t) = -°° and if A is a holot-^XQ nomy map (a homeomorphism between neighborhoods of XQ in r), then fhf~1 (which is defined on an interval of the form (-°°,&)) is affine. The arguments used to prove Theorem B can be easily adapted to prove the following.
THEOREM. -If ^ is a transversely oriented codimension The corollary follows immediately from the theorem and the following result from [6] which also helps explain the hypothesis.
LEMMA. -If G is a connected Lie group, then the following statements are equivalent:
a) G is amenable.
b) Every discrete subgroup of G is virtually polycyclic.

c) G contains a solvable normal subgroup with compact quotient.
When G is nilpotent, the holonomy in the conclusion of the corollary is actually equivalent to translations [2, 4, 9] . Using the construction from Section 1, we now show that codimension one solvable group actions do not always have such simple holonomy.
Let ^ : R --^ (0,1) be a C°° diffeomorphism such that
The standard action of OL^ on R induces, via V/, a C°° action of (3^ on (0,1) which extends to be C°° on [0, 1] . In this case, 0 and 1 are fixed and the action is transitive on (0,1). We will construct a C 00 codimension one foliation of MX [0,1] where M is a compact 3-manifold such that the only compact leaves are M x {0} and M x {1} and all other leaves are dense. The leaves of the codimension one foliation will be everywhere transverse to the arcs {^}x [0,l] . Countably many of the leaves will have infinite cyclic holonomy groups and the foliation can be parametrized by the action of a 3-dimensional solvable Lie group.
Let M be the quotient of R 3 by the fixed point free group r of transformations generated by A, B, C, where Remarks. -(i) This example shows that the orbit foliations of codimension one locally free actions by unimodular solvable groups need not be « almost without holonomy » which is in sharp contrast with the nilpotent case [2, 4] . The theorem of this section shows that the phenomenon of this example occurs whenever the action is C 2 and has an isolated compact leaf whose holonomy group has exponential growth.
(ii) It is probably the case that C 2 codimension one actions by amenable Lie groups can't have exceptional orbits. When there are no compact orbits and the group is unimodular, if follows from [7] that every orbit is dense. In the non-unimodular case, the same conclusion may follow from unpublished results of Duminy. When there are compact orbits (in which case the group must be unimodular), the results of the present paper should be useful.
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